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Description
Sorry to make trouble. I use the schedule feature quite a lot for my site. A few months ago, I had a problem with "missed schedule"
posts. It resolved, but is now happening again. Marking as Low Priority - no problem if you're too swamped to get to it now. Thanks!
History
#1 - 2021-01-29 12:20 PM - Boone Gorges
- Status changed from New to Hold
Checking the scheduled event list for historyprogram.commons.gc.cuny.edu, I saw several past-due instances of the `publish_future_post` hook. I'm
not sure why this happened. I manually triggered it, and the posts published.
It could be that this was a one-time thing, where the scheduled event was missed one time, and now that the queue is clear and the clog unclogged,
it'll work again. Let's leave the ticket open and you can let me know.
#2 - 2021-01-29 02:44 PM - Marilyn Weber
Sounds good. I have a post scheduled for 3:30 today and will let you know. Thanks!
#3 - 2021-01-30 10:47 AM - Marilyn Weber
- File Screenshot 2021-01-30 104557.jpg added
Alas! Happening again.
I'm leaving the "Two article prizes from the Society for Italian Historical Studies" post unpublished so you can take a look.
#4 - 2021-02-01 10:19 AM - Boone Gorges
Hi Marilyn - Looks to me like these posts are now published. Did you publish them manually, or did they go on their own? I'm trying to narrow down
what's happening here.
#5 - 2021-02-01 10:24 AM - Marilyn Weber
I left the "Two article prizes from the Society for Italian Historical Studies" post unpublished, so it must have caught up.
#6 - 2021-02-01 10:34 AM - Boone Gorges
Strange. I'm seeing some inconsistencies in the scheduled-event log. But since the post was eventually published, let's set this aside for the moment.
If it happens again, let me know and I'll take another look.
#7 - 2021-02-23 10:46 AM - Boone Gorges
- Target version set to Not tracked
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